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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned events listed here are expected to take
place, but there is absolutely no guarantee that they
will. Therefore the dates are for planning purposes
only. We will continue to update the calendar,
based firmly on government guidelines at the time
and any supplementary advice from the VMCC. You
can be assured that the health and welfare of
section members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Thursday Dec 17th (re-arranged from Nov 19th) –
Section AGM and election of officers. 7:30 p.m.
Apart from the Chairman’s abrupt departure caused
by a dead laptop battery, the meeting went well
with 12 members attending. Apologies were
received from John Harding and Steve Sumner.
There were no volunteers for office, so David Brand,
Roger Bibbings and
Geoff McGladddery will
continue. Some offers of “spot” assistance were
made after the meeting, which have been noted.
There was some useful discussion around the 2021
calendar.
SECTION WEBSITE
Graham Walsh kindly volunteered to develop a
section website. His generous offer, was accepted
with enthusiasm! We hope to be able to launch the
site around April 2021. If you have any strong feelings
about the kind of content you would like to see on
the site – or even the kind of content you wouldn’t
want to see, please share your thoughts with us. It
might be useful if you use websites that you think are

“stand out” in design or content, then feel free to
send us a link.
Saturday, 19th December 2020 H&H Motorcycle
auction - National Motorcycle Museum,
157 VMCC eligible machines crossed the block in this
excellent sale. Prices were generally modest and
reserves seemed ambitious, leading to more than a
third of sales being declared “Povisional”on the
hammer (i.e. bids not reaching the vendor’s reserve).
As ever, H&H staff worked hard to convert most of the
Provisionals to “Sold” with just 22 lots carrying the
dreaded “Not Sold” tag.
Unless you are a Vincent “V” twin owner, there is little
to suggest that the wider market for old bikes is in any
significant decline. There is a suggestion that the
market for mid-century British twins is softer, but the
usual market rules still apply – “quality sells” – and top
quality machines with matching (or correct) numbers
and strong provenance are still making strong prices.
MACHINES COVERED IN PREVIOUS ISSUES
Of the machines we have covered in previous issues,
the 1955 Vincent Black Prince remained “Unsold”
and couldn’t attract an opening bid at just £40,000.
A similar fate befell the ex-Barry Sheene Bultaco. The
Hailwood replica Ducati touched its lower estimate
and cost its new owner £29,500, whilst the 1938 A2
1000cc “V” twin AJS could have been yours for a
mere £31,270. The sweet little Terrot, even though it
was incomplete, was cheap at £1,298 as was the
BMW HPN R1000 at just £5.664, whilst the 1967 Norton
P11A defiitely wasn’t cheap at £12,390.
THE REAL SURPRISE
The real surprise was the £12,890 paid for the 1944
Triumpn 3HW 350cc. Yes it was rare, yes it had been
immaculately restorded by The National Motorcycle
Museum and yes, it did have some real WWII
connections, but it was still a huge price to pay for a
350cc Triumph single.
Top price of the day - £188,800, was paid for
a handsome 1925 Brough Superior SS 100. It had

history and provenance and in 2011 was the winner
of the Brough Club’s prestigious "Baragwanath Cup".
Bargain of the day had to be the ex-Joe Ryan 1923
Douglas 2 ¾ H.P Model TS, which would have cost
you a modest £4,956. Fitting that it seems to have
been found in a manger.

All the above prices include hammer price plus the
buyers premium of 15% and the VAT on that
premium. You can see the full results here.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/search/?au=485
&sd=2&g=1
Saturday 26th December – The Brass Monkey Ride –
The Moon at Mordiford
Great turnout – lost count at 25 bikes. All shapes sizes
and eras were on show, led by the 3 wise men, (L-R),
John Macklin, Richard Mason and Chris LawtonSmith.

A newcomer to section events, Mike Spencer came
on this good looking 1965 T20 Tiger Cub. Mike was
looking for a “Cub” when he saw it advertised in ‘Old
Bike Mart’. in 2001. He was looking for this model in
particular because his first bike was a T20, purchased
new from Little and Hall in Ross-on-Wye. Mike takes
up the story
“Sadly, when I got it home (trailered from Swindon)
and went for a first ride it pumped oil everywhere. A
long story short- the oil pump wasn’t scavenging and
the oil ring was in three pieces.
I took part in ‘The Gaffers Gallop’ re-run in 2013 and
actually made it to John o’ Groats with nothing more
than a gearbox oil top up.”

Another welcome newcomer was Giles Taylor, who
rode down from Shropshire on father Ian’s Hinkley
Trophy, whilst dad piloted a scary looking 1985
Honda GL1200 Goldwing outfit.

dependent upon the COVID protocols in place at the
time. Please check the latest issue of the newsletter
before you set off.
Thursday Jan 7th – 7:30 p.m. Club night West. – The
Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Rd, Builth Wells LD2 3AR –
CANCELLED
Thursday Jan 21st – 7:00 p.m. - Club Night East - The
Moon Mordiford. HR1 4LW – CANCELLED
Sunday Jan 24th - Bromyard Market Square HR7 4BP –
09:30 for 10:00. The Castles Ride.
Starts and finishes at Bromyard Market Square taking
in Croft Castle, Hopton Castle and Ludlow Castle.
Coffee stop at The Watering Hole café Aymestrey,
HR6 9SR and lunch at the The Mill on the Green,
Linney, Ludlow, SY8 1EG). A mix of open roads and
country lanes. May have to operate in staggered
groups of 6. Contact Roger Bibbings - 01684 540249.
Thursday Feb 4th - The Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Rd,
Builth Wells LD2 3AR – 7:30 p.m. - Club night West.
All existing and intending members welcome. No
formal agenda, just a chance to meet up with old
and new friends.
Thursday Feb 18th - - The Moon Mordiford. HR1 4LW.
7:00 p.m. - Club Night East All existing and intending
members welcome. No formal agenda, just a
chance to meet up with old and new friends.

For the Brass Monkey run, Giles spent a relaxing
afternoon as ballast in Dad’s sidecar – more of this
awesome machine in a future issue.

Sunday Feb 21st the Watering Hole Cafe, Aymestrey,
Herefordshire, HR6 9SR - from 10:00 a.m. – The John
Langford run.
Guests of Worcestershire section – Now a Ride-in to
the Watering Hole Cafe, Aymestrey, Herefordshire,
HR6 9SR. You choose your route and start point

FUTURE EVENTS

UNDER £1000

The latest copy of the events calendar accompanies
this newsletter. The viability of these events,
particualry in the first 3 months of the year is totally

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and all
VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

A couple of tasty Japanese classics for you in this
issue – both listed on Facebook Market Place. Unlike
eBay, you can haggle with the vendor and you
might expect to get a few quid off the asking price.
Please don’t blame me if you are unsuccessful.

This 1991 400PGM model has been extensively
restored by its current owner and is offered for sale
fitted with a lot of new genuine Honda parts and 8
months MOT for £990.
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsing – that must be your responsibility

the market leaders in heated clothing although there
are plenty of other brands available. Their heated
inner jackets can run off conventional 12v bike
batteries or off a supplementary power-pack.

HEATED GLOVES – A postscript - John Munday
“Last Thursday I took the YBR Yamaha to Ludlow - 85
Yamaha’s FJ 1200 has forged a legendary
reputation. Bomb proof engines with excellent
service life (100,000 miles for a cam-chain!!) produce
150 mph performance with immense torque, making
them ideal for 2 up touring and urban riding. This one
is offered for sale at a mere £895 and has 12 months
MOT.
Perhaps it’s a triumph of style over function, but the
Honda Bros (Hawk) is still a machine worth

miles with the gloves set on low (after 2 minutes on
max to get them going). The YBR now has muffs on.
The ride took 3 hours, I left the gloves on when I got
home, one glove went off after 3h 40 min and the
other just shy of 4 hours. Either one battery stores a bit
less or one glove uses a bit more.So a 3.5 hr ride looks
guaranteed. A spare pair of batteries is around £35
should a rider be more adventurous.”
Andy Bufton contacted us to heartily endorse John
Munday's comments on his RST heated gloves. “I
suffer with cold hands. Heated grips have never
worked for me, as John says the cold wind blast still
chills the backs of your hands and fingers, so I
invested in a pair of RST battery heated gloves, and
they really are game changers. I actually bought two
sets of batteries with mine to use on longer trips, but I
haven't had to use the second set yet. The best 180
quid I've spent in a long time.”

HEATED CLOTHING

considering particularly for those with an A2 licence.

If you’ve already crossed the line with heated gloves,
why not go the whole way with heated clothing?
Regular rider and regular contributor to this
newsletter, Cliff Osenton is the proud owner of a
‘Gerbing’ heated inner jacket. Gerbing are probably

Cliff happily confesses …… “I finally admit I feel the
cold & want to get out more in the winter for those
rides, where I start to feel cold after 50 miles on a cold
day. My idea is to keep my body core warm, so still
using my warm gloves & thermals - but I could plug in
leggings & gloves if I needed”. Ironically Cliff
adds……….”I couldn't use it today as it was too
warm.”
If any readers have experience with heated clothing,
please share it with us.

NEW NUMBER PLATE REGULATIONS
From January 1st 2021 the regulations concerning
displaying black & silver (or white) number-plates on
historic vehicles will change. The DVLA have issued
the following statement:
“This note is to tell you about important changes
being introduced on 1 January 2021 that affect the
ability of vehicles registered in the historic tax class to

display the old style pre-1973 black and silver number
plates.
THE LAW OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
Following the change in definition of a historic
vehicle for vehicle tax exemption purposes in 2015,
an issue was identified in the regulatory requirements
for the valid display of a black and silver number
plate. This resulted in an unintended consequence
where any vehicle over 40 years old and registered
in the historic tax class would be permitted to display
an old style black and silver number plate. This was
despite the law previously requiring all vehicles first
registered after 1 January 1973 to only display the
yellow and white number plates with black
characters.
As this was never the
intention, we have
sought to rectify this
through
a
legal
correction which will
shortly
be
implemented.
The
change
seeks
to
prevent any vehicle
constructed after 1 January 1980 from the ability to
display the black and silver number plate despite
being recorded in the DVLA’s historic tax class. Those
vehicles with a construction date prior to 1 January
1980 will continue to be able to legally display black
and silver number plates to avoid any undue costs of
replacement.
“AU REVOIR” TO THE EURO SYMBOL
From 1 January it will no longer be permissible to fix a
new
number plate
displaying
a
Euro
symbol. Number plates
already
fixed
to
vehicles
are
unaffected. We will also
be introducing a new
British
Standard
for
number
plates

produced from 1 September 2021 which will mean all
current style number plates that are first fixed to a
vehicle from that date must meet the technical
requirements contained in that standard.”

changes and COVID shutdowns, so as a last resort,
Mick contacted Peugeot Marque Specialist
Monsieur Berland.

MARQUE SPECIALISTS - THE VMCC’S BEST KEPT
SECRET!
If you browse the VMCC website, you will find, tucked
away in the “Members Area” drop down menu, the
gateway to an invaluable resource – “Marque
Specialists”
AN ARMY OF VOLUNTEERS
The army of volunteers who man this amazing service
are all enthusiasts who willingly give up their own time
to share their hard-won knowledge.
If you’ve acquired a Laverda, or a Lea Francis or
even a Lloyd, and you’re struggling to find vital
information, don’t worry, there is someone out there
who can help you.
Mick Smith bought this 1930 Peugeot P107 from a
Pugh’s auction earlier in the year and he is busy
returning it to a rideable condition.

The Peugeot needed a wiring loom and Mick just
couldn’t find a wiring diagram for his model, or
indeed accurately identify the type of magneto.
Information on Peugeots is not readily available in
the UK and another of the VMCC’s excellent
resources, the library, was unable to help. The library
has an enormous backlog of requests due to staff

The result was almost instantaneous and Mick now
has the correct wiring diagam and has almost
completed the loom. He hopes to be giving this
350cc sidevalve machine a test ride as soon as the
seats come back from the upholsterer.
We just hope he hasn’t bought a “Turkey”!
COULD YOU BE A MARQUE SPECIALIST?
The Marque Speciliast Service is provided by
members for members. If you make an enquiry
please co-operate by providing full details of your

machine,
especially
frame/engine/gearbox
numbers, and because these members are giving up
their spare time – please have patience.
There are a number of vacancies for Marque
Specialist positions. If you have in-depth knowledge
of a marque and you would enjoy sharing that with
others, why not offer your sevices?

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN DAYS”
AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
While tidying the attic, Rick Stevenson happened
upon this old photo of his Mum and Dad about to set
off to Black Rock on the Lleyn Peninsula, North Wales.
“This photo would have been taken outside Mums
house in Muswell Hill, North London early in 1955”,
writes Rick, “ It is clear they forgot the kitchen sink but
took everything else! The bike must have had the
stopping distance and handling of a cow on roller
skates.

the DVLA using the registration number shows the
bike as a 1938 Triumph 350cc which seems quite
possible. Although not currently taxed it shows a new
V5c was issued in 2005, so there is a chance it has
survived. So, if anyone knows the whereabouts of
HMG 962 a suitable sum of money may be available
to return it to the family.
ALMOST TOOK HIS LEG OFF AT THE KNEE!
By the time I was born the Triumph had been
replaced with a Panther Sloper with sidecar. The only
time I ever heard Dad swear was when the Panther
kicked back and almost took his leg off at the knee.
The Panther provided family transport up until about
1965 when the floor fell out of the sidecar whilst on a
Sunday run. The end of the Panther was also the end
of Dads motorcycling days apart from one quick ride
on my Suzuki 350 in about 1975. In retrospect I should
have mentioned the powerband!”

building surrounded by woods. Our evening meal
was good, but perhaps a little more expensive than
Slovakia. Our journey to Krakow the following day
was marred in true British fashion by seemingly
unending roadworks. Our complaints came thick
and fast – after all, 3 of the 4 in the party made a
living from British roadworks! Ian and Jane went
straight to the appointed hotel in Krakow whilst
Maggie and I diverted to visit the salt mines. If you are
ever in Krakow, visit the salt mines.

THE FIRST DRACULA RALLY OF TRANSYLVANIA
Part 4
We left Slovakia via Kezmarok, through the Tatra
mountains to the Polish resort of Zakopane. The
scenery was magnificent and for once, I could enjoy
it enough to stop to take photos.

Family legend tells that somewhere towards the end
of the journey and in torrential rain, the bike suffered
a rear wheel puncture. This was promptly mended
but sadly the wheel nut had disappeared into the
verge and took over 2 hours to find. Mum pretended
to harbour a grudge for this for the next 60 years,
however basic maths (my elder brother was born 9
months later) suggests otherwise. A quick search on

We found Bed and Breakfast accommodation
readily enough via the tourist office in a modern

These comprise huge underground caverns with all
manner of features such as sculptures of the salt and
at least 3 chapels. In a huge gallery, lit by chandeliers
made of salt crystals, are carvings in the salt of wellknown works of art. The most notable of these is one
of Leonardo da Vinci’s last supper. The floor of the
gallery appears to be tiled but is, inevitably, just salt,
with a tiling pattern cut into it.
6” DEEP RUTS
Emerging from the cool of the salt mine, we met a
hot afternoon with the temperature 37.5C,
according to one of those time / temperature
displays. Clearly, such temperatures are not
uncommon in southern Poland since the road into
town had rutted under the heavy traffic. Each wheel
track had ruts about 6 inches deep so I rode
between them. This made riding interesting when we

crossed tram lines or when lane changing was
necessary. Progress was slow with frequent traffic
light junctions so the trip became a great test as to
whether the Healey four would overheat on the rear
cylinders. We were two up, with luggage,
proceeding slowly through town at 37.5C. Just for the
record, the oil cooler on my Healey has been
disconnected for several years since, with a
thermostat, it never cut in. Perhaps it would have
done that afternoon but the bike did not overheat,
thereby proving yet again that the only people to
think a square four overheats are those who never
seriously use one. In fact, the bike didn’t even oil a
plug that day. The Krakow hotel had limited car
parking and Ian had parked the BMW under the only
roof area available so I decided to leave the Healey
open to the elements, thinking rain was unlikely. A
spot of clothes washing was timely too so socks and
underpants were duly arranged on the windowsill to
dry.
EFFECTIVE INSECT REPELLANT
It was a short walk to the market square so I found a
table at a café selling cold beer whilst Maggie
checked out the shops. She was looking, amongst
other things for a perfume shop selling Clarins Eau
Dynamiscante,
which,
by
process of trial and error, had
been found to be our most
effective
insect
repellant.
Although Ian and I had manfully
refused it at first, by now we too
were convinced of its benefits
but the bottle was almost
empty.
Meanwhile back in the market
square,
I
was
massively
impressed by two men with
accordions. Usually, I subscribe
to the well-known view that a gentleman is someone
who can play an accordion but is kind enough not
to do so. However, these two players were utterly
brilliant. I have since bought a CD featuring a brass

band playing one of the pieces this pair played on
the accordions. I can tell you that a whole brass
band cannot match two Kracow accordionists.

Ian and Jane rang to say they would meet us for
dinner so Maggie and I went to find them, passing
one last perfume shop en route. They hadn’t got a
bottle of the Clarins perfumed fly repellent in stock
but they did have a sample. “Could I try it?” asked
Maggie. The shop assistant said “Of course” but
herself head to toe with it. The entire shop stood open
mouthed when she also covered me head to toe
with it. With Maggie tactfully explaining that this
particular product was a most effective insect
repellent, we left the shop.
“WHAT ABOUT MY SOCKS AND UNDERPANTS”
Dinner that evening was in a lovely restaurant with a
glass roof. Shortly after we started eating a most
tremendous thunderstorm started. I was a little
concerned about the Healey sitting there open to
the elements and even more concerned as to
whether my socks and underpants would be washed
off the window ledge. Our actual meal was one of
the best I have ever eaten. The red cabbage was
utterly magnificent and I think and talk of it still. Wine
too was good and the whole bill rather less than one
would have paid in a cheap UK restaurant. Returning
to the hotel after the storm we found our underwear

still on the window ledge – but completely soaked
once more.
The following day Maggie and I went by coach to
Auschwitz to pay our respects to the hundreds of
thousands who were murdered there during the
Second World War.

If any of you are ever in the area, I would
recommend a visit. You will not enjoy the experience,
that I can guarantee, but you will have a real
understanding of the true evil of which man is
capable. Auschwitz actually consists of four camps
dotted about this small town centred on a railway
junction. The main museum is at camp 1 which was
originally a Polish Army barracks.

We could not complete our guided tour of this camp.

The sight of a pile of human hair about 15 feet x 6 feet
x 4 feet which represented the stock at the time the
camps were liberated was one factor. Another was
a similar sized pile of babies clothing.
In the
afternoon we went to camps 2 and 3 which were
purpose built for exterminating the Jews. These were
largely destroyed by the retreating Nazis but enough
remains to appreciate the utter inhumanity of the
carefully designed system which deceived the
victims into going readily to their deaths. As you can
imagine, it was in thoughtful mood that we returned
to Kracow.
KNOW YOUR POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY!
The market square musicians were in fine form once
more and with the superb meal of the previous
evening in mind, we decided to try somewhere
different. We chose a Georgian restaurant. Mildly
weak on her geography as to where Georgia was,
Maggie told the waiter she assumed Georgia was
part of Russia. I tactfully explained that the Georgians
were busily fighting for independence from Russia
and had been doing so for some time. The waiter
seemed to take this in good spirit but I have
wondered ever since whether this was the reason we
had that evening the most abysmal meal with the
most abysmal wine of the entire trip.
SOCKS AND PANTS SAFELY INSIDE!
Returning to our hotel I assumed it was most unlikely
to rain again but at 1am the heavens opened once
more. Fortunately, the socks and underwear had
dried during the day and was safely inside the room.
A FALL OF SOOT
Maggie and Jane flew back from Kracow that
morning. Having seen them into the airport taxi, Ian
and I loaded the bikes. Now those of you who are
observant will note that the Healey’s four exhaust
pipes point upwards towards the rear. As the bike
had been subjected to two major thunderstorms
some water was visible in the ends of the silencers
and I warned Ian not to be behind me when I started
the machine up. Carefully wheeling it outside the
hotel and with Ian alongside I switched on and

depressed the kick-start. Glancing left before moving
off I noticed Ian almost falling off his bike with
laughter. Turning round, I noticed that the footpath
had turned black. So had a significant extent of the
hotel wall. In the circumstances, it seemed a good
time to leave Kracow.
SO THIS IS WHERE OUR EEC MONEY WENT!
Our route took us to the north east corner of the
Czech Republic. Just before reaching the border we
passed by some of the most impressive motorway
construction through the mountains I have ever seen.
It is obvious where the EEC was spending our
taxpayer’s money. We stopped for lunch at a hotel,
newly built in chalet style with superb views to each
side. In fact, it was so newly built that the roof tiles
had yet to be fitted although the place had clearly
been open for several months.
OUR 10TH AND FINAL NEW COUNTRY
The Czech Republic made our 10th and final new
country on the trip. As we crossed the border back
into Slovakia the rainclouds looked ominous to me.
Ian thought they may just pass over. We were soon
into a thunderstorm of Kracow proportions with water
at least an inch deep all over the road and deeper
in places. Fortunately, the road was in fairly good
condition so we were largely spared the problem of
the invisible pothole full of water.

The storm eased as we approached our destination,
the town of Zilina. This appeared somewhat industrial
and our hotel, the Hotel Slovakia, was a horrendous
concrete monstrosity. We emerged from our wet
clothing and checked in before deciding to explore
the town. Ian remarked that he had chosen the town
for the interest of its older quarter but of this we had
seen no sign on our way in. Nor was there much sign
of it as we walked from the hotel until suddenly we
came upon a most charming square, ringed by bars
and restaurants and with a band playing to entertain
us. Zilina proved to be the most restful stop on the trip
since we spent the entire following day sitting in the
square, reading books and taking occasional drinks.
ENGLAND KNOCKED OUT OF THE WORLD CUP
The weather was cool, cloudy and looking uncertain
as we left Zilina. We followed the main road for some
time which runs alongside the route of a new
motorway which we eventually joined before
branching off onto minor roads to take as straight a
line as possible for Vienna. Once more the roads
were
empty,
the
scenery
good
but
gentle and we made
good time, crossing
back into Austria on a
minor route. The roller
route was used that day
and worked extremely
well all the way to
Vienna. My confusion
over a railway station
which looked identical
to the car train terminus
but wasn’t, caused
reversion to Ian’s satnav system. Again, it excelled
itself and we reached the station with several hours
to spare. Parking the bikes, we wandered into the
town, my mind full of fine buildings and opera houses
so characteristic of Vienna’s past. Clearly, we were
not in the best part of the City for, despite some
quality architecture, every second establishment

seemed to be a sex shop of some description. We
retired to a bar near the station where we found that
England were being knocked out of the World Cup.
It seemed that the roads from Germany homewards
would be busy the following day, as would the ferries.
DIFFICULTY WITH THE FLEMISH LANGUAGE
Loading standards for the bikes onto the car train in
Vienna were by no means as exacting as in
Dusseldorf on the way out. In fact, they were so lax
that the staff totally failed to notice the immense
hazard caused by my oil bottles on the back of the
Healey. Despite this, we arrived safely in Dusseldorf
shortly before 7am the following morning, a Sunday.
Dusseldorf was quiet, which was a great comfort
after the tribulations of finding our way to the station
on the way out. The lack of traffic made little
difference to the ease of navigation round the city.
We struggled mightily to find our way out but
eventually found the motorway and began to
retrace our outward route. The original plan had
been for an overnight stop close to the ferry terminal
but progress was good and we were soon in Belgium.
But good progress uses petrol and we needed to fill
up.
All Belgian filling stations were unmanned on a
Sunday but had automatic facilities. Problem was
that the instructions on how to use your card to
obtain petrol were in Flemish. We could have coped
with French, German, Spanish and even possibly
Romanian but with Flemish – no chance. Even the
pumps which offered instruction in other languages
went so far and then said “Follow the instructions on
the small screen” which were, of course, in Flemish.
Either the third or fourth station we tried had a small
screen which gave instructions we could
comprehend so once more we could make
progress. By mid-afternoon we reached the queue
for the ferry terminal, massively swollen by English
football fans returning home. Our ferry tickets were
for the following day but, undaunted, we filtered
down the side of the queue for over a mile to reach
the front. It was obvious that only those with tickets

for that day had any hope of getting on. The ferry
staff were weary though and no match for a pair of
well-trained poker faced rogues who had the tickets
on one bike and the passports on the other. They let
us onto the ferry.
BETTER LIGHTS THAN A BMW!!
We disembarked at Dover about 7pm with a view to
riding some way before finding a place for the night.
Darkness fell and we carried on, with me leading and
the Healey headlight, powered by the new
alternator, working well. Ringing home to tell our
wives we would stop shortly, we carried on, reaching
our respective homes just after midnight. After
leaving the motorway where Ian carried on I
stopped to adjust the headlight on the Healey. Real
excellence resulted. Ian later told me that, once on
his own, he too had stopped to adjust his headlight.
In his case it was because the BMW headlight was so
inferior to that on the Healey! It must be a very rare
event when the rider of a modern bike thinks his lights
are inferior to those of an Ariel powered machine.
A GLUTTON FOR PUNISHMENT
So ended a superb trip, albeit of only about 2500
miles in total. Despite plug oiling the Healey ran well
and otherwise faultlessly on some abysmal roads,
two up with luggage. The following weekend I did a
500 mile round trip on the bike to the North Yorkshire
Moors Railway Vintage Vehicle weekend. Who said
that you can’t use a Healey for serious mileage?
We are indebted to Paul Jameson for this splendid
article on his fascinating journey through Europe to
the “Dracula” Rally in Romania.

HEALEY POST SCRIPT
Healeys are rare bikes indeed; estimates vary, but
Brothers George and Tim probably built 18 complete
machines and around 10 frame kits. Owning one
Healey in a lifetime is a privilege few of us will ever
enjoy, but Paul Jameson has managed to own two!
The red Healey featured in the Dracula Rally article
was sold several years ago, but it left a hole which
needed to be filled. Paul had heard of this burnt out

Healey in California and undeterred by the
challenge he bought it and shipped it to the UK.

The fascinating story of how he transformed a pile of
toasted parts into this handsome beauty was told in
the Sept 2020 issue of ‘The Classic Motorcycle’

2021
I would like to wish all our readers and contributors a
happy, healthy and enjoyable New Year. Let’s hope
that the worst is behind us and at this time next year,
life will have returned to something we can call
“normal”.
Stay safe and try to enjoy your motorcycling in
whatever ways you can.

Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

